KIVERI AND THERMISI1
(PLATES

114-117)

URING the years 1209-1212 Geoffroy I de Villehardouin, the Frankish Prince
of Achaea, reduced the Byzantine strongholds of Acrocorinth, Nauplia, and
Argos. Othon de la Roche, Great Lord of Athens, had assisted in their capture; for
this service he was awarded the castles of Argos and Nauplia.2 These fortresses presumably brought with them the Argolic plain which they dominate.' For ninety-nine
years Othon's heirs on the Cadmeawere also Seigneurs of Argos and Nauplia.
On March 15, 1311, Gautier I (V) de Brienne, Duke of Athens, led the brave
Frankish chivalry of Greece to its annihilation on the field of the Boeotian Kephissos.
After the carnage the victorious Catalan Grand Company found itself master of all
the lands of the late Duke with the exception of the " Argive appurtenances beyond
the Isthmus," which were salvaged for the rightful heir by the faithful castellan
Gautier de Foucherolles.4
D

1
This study was undertaken while the author, as Charles Eliot Norton Fellow, was participating in the American School Excavations at Lerna; the director, John L. Caskey, suggested the
topic and offered constant encouragement. Peter Topping gave liberal assistance on specific points
as well as criticizing preliminary drafts. The author was also privileged to consult Kevin Andrews,
Colin Edmonson, Andreas Ioannou, Michael Jameson, Joseph Last, Anthony Luttrell, and Wulf
Schaefer on various matters connected with the sites.
2The Chronicle of Morea, edited by John Schmitt, London, 1904, lines 2875-2883; Livre de
la Conqueste de la Princee de 'Amoree: Chronique de Moree, edited by Jean Longnon, Paris, 1911,
paragraph 200; Libro de los fechos et conquistas del Principado de la Morea, edited by Alfred
Morel-Fatio, Geneva, 1885, paragraph 212. These all incorrectly date the event to 1248, just before
the capture of Monemvasia; see Carl Hopf, Griechenland im Mittelalter und in der Neuzeit:
Geschichte Griechenlands vom Beginn des Mittelalters bis auf unsere Zeit (in J. S. Ersch and J. G.
Gruber, Allgemeine Encyklopddie der Wissenschaften und Kiinste), LXXXV, Leipzig, 1867, pp.
240, 273. Othon was also awarded a share of the income of Corinth; see Marino Sanudo Torsello,
quoted by Carl Hopf, Chroniques greco-romanes inedites ou peu connues publiees avec notes et
tables gene'alogiques, Berlin, 1873, p. 100.
3 Posited by Gustave Schlumberger, Numismatique de l'Orient latin, Paris, 1878, p. 329. That
Athens controlled the whole Argolic peninsula is stated by Jean Alexandre Buchon, La Grece
continentale et la More'e, Paris, 1843, p. 26; Longnon, Livre de la Conqueste, p. cvii. But it is not
likely that the powerful Villehardouin princes of the 13th century would allow the la Roches to
exercise real suzerainty over the Akte as a whole. On the other hand, they may have controlled
the south shore, if the building of castles at Thermisi and Kastri demonstrates preexisting territorial
rights. Until 1311 a cadet branch of the la Roche family held the castle of Damala, near the site of
ancient Troizen.
William Miller, The Latins in the Levant, London, 1908, pp. 230, 251. For the genealogy of
the family of Foucherolles, premier vassels of the Argolic Lordship, see Hopf, Chroniques grecoromtanes,p. 472, no. xiv.
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The rest of the fourteenth century witnessed the continual weakening and gradual
retreat westward of the Principality of the Morea, which nominally held the Lordship
of Argos and Nauplia in fief. The Argolid was isolated by acquisitive neighborsthe able Byzantines on the southwest marches (from 1320) and the vigorous Acciajuoli to the north and east (from 1342). Thus the subsequent Lords of Argos and
Nauplia decidedto increase their fortifications.
Gautier II (VI) de Brienne, Count of Lecce, de jure Duke of Athens, de facto
Lord of Argos and Nauplia, quondam Tyrant of Florence, Constable of France, a
proud and predatory paladin, was killed in battle at Poictiers, September 19, 1356, the
last of his line. He spent very little of his life in Greece.! Yet in his will, June 18, 1347,
two new castles are first mentioned, " Chamires " (or " Chameres ") and " Tremis";
these are identified as Kiveri and Thermisi 6 (Fig. 1).
On Gautier's death the Argolic property passed to his nephew, Guy d'Enghien
(1356-1377), who assumed the title, "Seigneur d'Argos de Nauplia et de Kiveri." 7
He made his home in Nauplia, where he maintainedthe semblanceof a Frankish court.
From Nauplia his brother, the Count of Conversano, led two fruitless campaigns
against Athens.8
5After 1311 his only visit to Greece was his futile expedition of reconquest in 1331/32; Jean
Alexandre Buchon, Nouvelles Recherches historiques sur la Principaute francaise de Moree et ses
hautes Baronnies, Paris, 1843, I, pp. 32 f.; Hopf, Griechenland im Mittelalter, in Ersch-Gruber,
LXXXV, pp. 429 f.; Miller, Latins, pp. 262 f.; and particularly Kenneth M. Setton, Catalan
Domination of Athens 1311-1388, Cambridge, Mass., 1948, esp. pp. 38-51, "The French Failure to
regain Athens."
6 The relevant extracts from the will can be found in Hopf, Chroniques greco-romanes, pp.
xxix-xxx, who first made the identifications; accepted by e.g. Miller, Latins, p. 265, note.
7 First stated by Hopf, Griechenland im Mittelalter, in Ersch-Gruber, LXXXVI,
1868, p. 25,
and Chroniques greco-romanes, p. 474, presumably on the basis of unpublished documents; cf. also
Mikhail G. Lambrynidis, 'H NavurXtabro' rw-v apxatoa7wv xpovwv ptexpt Twv ,ao' qyas, 2nd edition,
Athens, 1950, p. 48; Herbert Lehmann, Argolis, I. Landeskunde der Ebene von Argos und ihrer
Randgebiete, Athens, 1937, p. 80; Jean Longnon, L'Empire latin de Constantinople et la Principaute
de Moree, Paris, 1949, p. 339.
Guy did however employ as well the title " Lord of Argos and Nauplia "; e.g. grants of 1364
and 1376, Hopf, Chroniques greco-romanes, pp. 240, 241; cf. also documents of Marie d'Enghien
in 1388, which specify her property as " castra, loca, et fortilitiae Argos et Neapolis, cum districtibus,
pertinentiis, iurisdictionibus et iuribus ipsorum locorum et utriusque eorum " (Georg M. Thomas
and Riccardo Predelli, Diplomatarium veneto-levantinum, Venice, 1880-1899, II, pp. 211-215).
There is no evidence for the fanciful notion that " Chamires " was the summer residence of the
Frankish Lords of Nauplia (Lambrynidis, Nauvrkta,p. 45).
8 His attack in 1371; see Hopf, Griechenlandim Mittelalter, in Ersch-Gruber, LXXXVI, p. 20;
Miller, Latins, p. 298; Setton, Catalan Domination, p. 76; in 1378, sources collected by Setton,
Catalan Domination, p. 136.
Curiously, there is no mention of either Chamires or Tremis in a list of Frankish castles in
Greece (now dated ca. 1377; A. T. Luttrell, Byz. Ztschr., LI, 1958, pp. 355 f.), although Argos and
Nauplia are noted as belonging to " el conte de Cupersano"; see Hopf, Chroniques greco-romanes,
pp. 227-229; Sir Rennell Rodd, The Princes of Achaia, London, 1907, II, pp. 288-291. This attribu-
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In 1388, Guy's daughter, Marie d'Enghien, Lady of Argos, Nauplia, and Kiveri,
sold the Lordship to the Duchy of Venice. But before the Proveditor, Perazzo
Malipiero, could assume control, the castles of Argos, Kiiveri, and Thermisi were
seized by the Despot of Mistra, who did not relinquish them to the Serenissima until
1394.9 Thereafter for a century and a half the Argolid was a Venetian province.
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FIG. 1. Mapof the Argolid, showing location of Frankish Fortifications.
The shadedarea i's the Argolic plain; the dotted li'nerepresentsthe watershed.

In 1451 the last Catalan Lord of Aegina bequeathedhis island to Venice; it was
governed henceforth as an appanage of Nauplia. In 1456 a renegade Greek archon
offered to Venice the northern half of the Akte,Iwith 'itscastles of Ligourio, Phanari,
and Damala; the offer was not accepted.le
tion confirms the new date for the list. Louis d'Enghien, Count of Conversano, apparently acted as
regent of Argos and Nauplia for a time in 1377, between the death of his brother Guy and the
marriage of Guy's thirteen year old daughter, Marie, to Pietro Cornaro. The Count acted on Marie's
behalf in arranging this marriage.
o Sources collected by Setton, Catalan Domination, pp. 45, 190; cf. Hopf, Griechenland 'm
Mittelalter, in Ersch-Gruber, LXXXVI, p. 57; Miller, Latins, p. 342; Kevin Andrews, Castles of
the Morea, Princeton, 1953, pp. 91-92.
1 Konstandinos N. Sathas, Documents inedits relatifs a l'histoire de Ia Grace au moyen ige,
Paris, 1880-1890, I, p. 230.
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In 1458 the northeastern third of the Morea was ceded to Mehmet the, Conqueror; the new Turkish sancak was contiguous to the Argolid. In 1460 the Sultan
conqueredthe remainder of the Greek Despotates of the Morea. Except for Monemvasia and the Venetian enclaves in Messenia and the Argolid the whole Peloponnese
now followed the Ottoman standard. In 1463 the castle of Argos was lost by treachery.
Soon Kiveri (" Civeri," as it was now called) fell into disrepair, perhaps as a result
of the great Veneto-Turkish war, 1463-1479; by a treaty of 1481, it was allowed to
remain in Venetian hands on condition that it not be rebuilt.1"Thereafter the castle of
Civeri vanishes from the pages of history; the " mills of Civeri," at its foot, appear
occasionallyin records.12
Venice however retained the rest of its Argolic province, with the island of
Aegina and the castles of Nauplia, Thermisi, and Kastri.'8 Thermisi acquired the
reputationof being impregnable."4Along with Nauplia it bred the most valiant of the
stradiots, mercenaries who acquired an awesome reputation in western Europe.'5
Throughout the Venetian occupation Thermisi maintained its importance, largely on
account of the salt-pond on the shore below.'6 The residents of the castle had a clear
view of the Turkish capture of Kastri in 1537; this prompted them to surrender to
11Franz Miklosich and Joseph Muller, Acta et Diplomata medii aevi sacra et profana, Vienna,
1860-1890, III, p. 309.
12 E.g. Miklosich-Miuller, loc. cit.; Sathas, Documents inedits, VI, p. 197, line 9.
Myloi, the
settlement at the mills of Civeri, served as the port for eastern Arcadia from the beginning of
vea Kcat
modern times; Andonios Miliarakis, rewypaota 7roXtrTK-q
apxata TovI volov' 'ApyoXISog Kat Koptvt'a-;,
Haaa Js Tiv 'ApyoXi3a,
Athens, 1886, p. 42; Eleutherios G. Prevelakis, 'H (KaTpaTEla TOV Itrpau
Athens, 1950, pp. 42-43.
13 The Venetian fortress of Kastri occupied the low eastern hill of the Bisti, the hog-backed
promontory of Hermione, almost exactly six kilometers southwest of Thermisi; a plan of the fort
by August Frickenhaus and Walter Muller is reproduced on a small scale, Ath. Mitt., XXXVI,
1911, pl. 1. I have found no reference earlier than ca. 1480. The western wall of the fortress was
still standing to a height of 30 feet in 1729, when the Abbe Michel Fourmont came upon it. His
letters describe proudly how he kept fifteen men busy for ten days, dismantling the wall, reaping a
harvest of 47 inscriptions (Henri Omont, Missions archeologiques franfaises en Orient aux xviie
et xviiP siecles, Paris, 1902, I, pp. 576-577, 580-581, 587, 607, 611-612; cf. p. 662). His finds form
the core of the Hermionic corpus (I.G., IV, 679-745, 1609). Since his day the wall has continued,
on occasion, to yield other inscriptions (A. Philadelpheus, IlpacruKa, 1909, p. 174; Werner Peek,
Ath. Mitt., LXVI, 1941, p. 68, no. 16, p. 69, no. 16a; J. Marcade, B.C.H., LXXIII, 1949, p. 537;
M. Jameson, Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 150, no. 3, p. 154, no. 5; XXVIII, 1959, p. 109, no. 1).
Fortezza inexpugnabile" in 1479-1481, Sathas, Documents inedits, VI, p. 123, line 17,
p. 127, line 33, p. 185, line 38, p. 186, line 20; in 1525, ibid., VI, p. 246, line 41.
15 Miller, Latins, pp. 482 if.
16 Referred to as " castello de importantia ma malissimo fornido " in 1530, Sathas, Documents
ine'dits, VI, p. 254, line 3. The significance of the salt-pan stressed: in 1451, Freddy Thiriet, La
Romanie ve'nitienne au moyen age (Bibliothetque des Aicoles franpaises d'Athenes et de Rome,
CXCIII), Paris, 1959, p. 418 and note 3 (it is called in an official Venetian source the richest in
the Levant, comparable to a " well of gold ") ; in 1479-1480, Sathas, Documentis inedits, VI, p. 123,
line 17, p. 127, line 35, p. 142, line 20; in 1530, ibid., VI, p. 252, lines 41 ff.
14'i
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Kasim Giuzelcewithout a battle.17Aegina fell the same year; and Nauplia was ceded
to the Porte in 1540. Presumably the undefended Civeri had succumbed previously.
Such was the end of the last Latin colonies in the Morea.
Under Ottoman rule Thermisi continued to be occupied. When the army of the
Holy League reestablished Venetian rule in the Peloponnese, the small garrison of
Thermisi surrenderedto Admiral Duodo on August 13, 168618 (P1. 114, a). As late
as 1708 the reports of the Venetian proveditori mention the castle, which still derived
significance from its salt flats.19 But it is not named in the accounts of the Turkish
reconquest in 1715 by the grand vizir Ali Komiircii. As the Turks approached, the
castle of Argos was blown up by the Venetians, who were unable to man it.20 Perhaps
Thermisi suffered a like fate.
*

*

*

*

A spur of the Arcadian uplands comes down almost to the Gulf of Nauplia,
leaving a narrow pass by which one enters upon the Argolic plain from the southwest.
This is Mount Pontinos. Not especially precipitousor difficultto climb, it rises 179 m.
above the village of Myloi and the prehistoric mound of Lerna.21 In antiquity the
summit was crowned by the Temple of Athena Saitis and the house of Hippomedon,
both of which were already in ruins in Pausanias' day (II, 36, 8). Today there is,
besides a chapel of the Prophet Elias, only a mediaeval castle.22
During the early years of the eighteenth century the ruined castle was known
17

Miller, Latins, p. 508; cf. Hopf, Griechenland im Mittelalter, in Ersch-Gruber, LXXXVI,

p. 170.
18Vincenzo Coronelli, Description geographique et historique de la More'e, Paris, 1686-1687,
p. 160; Alessandro Locatelli, Racconto historico della Veneta Guerra in Levante, Venice, 1691,
pp. 259, 261; The History of the Venetian Canquests from the year 1684 to this present year 1688,
translated by J. M., London, 1689, pp. 99-100; cf. D. G(io:) B(attista) P(ittoni), II Regno della
Morea sotto i Veneti, Venice, 1688, p. 70, where it is called " fortezza di qualce rimarco."
19Coupled with Argos as " piccioli Castelli," " di minor consideratione," in 1692, Sp. Lambros,
AeXTtOV T2S IcTTOplKryS Ka't 'E9voXoyUC?K)
'ETaypta, V, 1896-1900, p. 231; in 1708, ibid., pp. 646, 684;
cf. also 1A.XTLOV,II, 1885-1889, p. 305; ibid., V, p. 249. Importance of salt-works, in 1686, Locatelli,
Racconto, pp. 281f.; in 1692, Lambros, AeXrtov, V, pp. 233-234; in 1701, ibid., pp. 510-511, 523;
in 1708, ibid., pp. 557, 656-657, 684; in 1714, ibid., p. 759.
20Argos destroyed, Constantine Diikiti (Dioiketes), Cronica Expeditiei Turcilor in Moreea
1715, edited in Rumanian and French by Nicolas Iorga, Bucharest, 1913, paragraph 80; Benjamin
Brue, Journal de la Campagne que le Grand Vesir Ali Pacha a fait en 1715 pour la conquete de la
Moree, edited by Albert Dumont from a manuscript owned by George Finlay, Paris, 1870, p. 22.
21 The site of American School excavations; preliminary reports by John L. Caskey, Hesperia,
XXIII, 1954 to XXVIII, 1959.
22 The ruins of the Frankish castle are visible in the background of the pictures published in
Hesperia, XXVII, 1958, pls. 31, b, 40, c; the only other published picture of the fort is a photograph
of the south tower of the redoubt, Dimitrios A. Lambropoulos, 'H Aspva,?@eG'
t'TOpucWv Ofl/xEtL(w)v irep&
vT71 'ApyoXi8O, Athens, 1959, p. 82.
rwv apXatoTazv 7rotXvXWv 'A7roIa36LAv, rPveatov, 'EXatovang Kat 'Yatiuv
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locally as the Castle, or Citadel, of Helen.2" The travellers of the later eighteenth
century identified it with the fortification built by Temenos at the time of the Dorian
invasion (Pausanias II, 38, 1).24 The ruins were briefly noted by the antiquarians of
the nineteenth century.25They were described at greater length by Buchon, the historian of Frankish Greece.26
As recently as 1715 the settlement at the foot of Pontinos was called Tziveri.27
Thus the fortress on the summit must be the mediaeval castle of Civeri, Kiveri, or
Chamires.28
23 Diikiti, Cronica, paragraphs 79, 80, 96, 102, 131, 132; cf. Archbishop Meletios of Athens
(1661-1714), remypaota 7raaLta'Kcatve'a,2nd edition revised by Anthimos Gazis, Venice, 1807, II,
p. 424; M. E. Puillon Boblaye, Recherches geographiques sur les ruines de la Moree, Paris, 1835,
p. 47. It is called " Citadel of Helen and Menelaus," Diikiti, Cronica, paragraph 79; he says that the
Venetians called it " Diane," paragraphs 79, 102.
Helen of Troy and St. Helen the mother of Constantine seem to have fused in the mediaeval
mind; there was a cycle dealing with " la Belle Helene de Constantinople "; see Sabine BaringGould, The Lives of the Saints, 2nd edition, Edinburgh, 1914, IX, pp. 171 ff. It is not unusual for
paclaiokastrain Greece to be assigned to Helen or St. Helen, e.g. the acropolis of Thisoa between
Andritsaina and Karytaina; William Martin Leake, Travels in the Morea, London, 1830, II, pp. 18,
315; Buchon, La Grace continentale, p. 475; J. G. Frazer, Pausanias's Description of Greece, 2nd
edition, London, 1913, IV, p. 387.
24 Julien David leRoy, Les Ruines des plus beaux Monuments de la Grece, 2nd edition, Paris,
1770, II, p. 29; Fauvel and Foucherot (who travelled in 1780-1781), manuscript quoted by J. D.
Barbie du Bocage, Description topographique et historique de la Plaine d'Argos et d'une partie de
I'Argolide, Paris, 1834, pp. 63, 67; Foucherot, in fact, used the castle as a survey point; ibid.,
pp. 8, 21.
25William Gell, The Itinerary of Greece with a commentary on Pausanias, London, 1810,
pp. 84, 158; Edward Dodwell, A Classical and Topographical Tour through Greece, London, 1819,
II, p. 228; F. C. H. L. Pouqueville, Voyage dans la Grece, 2nd edition, Paris, 1826-1827, V, p. 293;
Leake, Morea, II, p. 472; Edward Giffard, A Short Visit to the Ionian Islands, Athens, and the
Morea, London, 1837, p. 270; Ludwig Ross, Reisen und Reiserouten durch Griechenland, Berlin,
1841, p. 152; cf. Boblaye, Recherches, p. 47; Ernst Curtius, Peloponnesos, Gotha, 1851-1852, II,
p. 368; Conrad Bursian, Geographie von Griechenland, Leipzig, 1862-1872, II, p. 67; Frazer,
Pausanias, V, p. 604.
26 Buchon, La Grece continentale, pp. 416-417.
27
The name Tziveri is explicitly associated with the mills at the foot of Pontinos by Brue,
Journal de la Campagne, p. 33; cf. p. 37, also pp. 58-59, where the site is called les Moulins.
28 The identification
has been made by Miliarakis,reoypaa a7roXLrtKr4,p. 42; S. E. Lykoudis,in
MeyacX 'EXX-qvtKqTEyKvKXo7rateta (hereinafter abbreviated M.E.E.), XVII, 1931, p. 862, s.v. MvXot;
N. Kalomenopoulos, M.E.E. XIV, 1930, p. 356, s.v. Ktftept; Lehmann, Argolis, I, pp. 80-81; Alfred
Philippson and Ernst Kirsten, Die griechischen Landschaften, III, 1, Frankfort-on-Main, 1959,
p. 153.
The name Kyveri is now applied to a village about three and a half kilometers south of Myloi;
but neither there nor at Palaiokyveri, near the chapel of Hagia Kyriaki, one kilometer north (located
on the map of the Expedition Scientifique, 1832), are there extensive mediaeval fortifications. Lambropoulos, Aepva,p. 81, note 2, locates Chamires-Kiveri at Kyveri, where he describes an enceinte
with a mill, etc., near the shore; but these remains (which are no longer traceable) are probably
Turkish. In any case, the situation is hardly suitable for a fort.
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A survey of the ruins of the castle reveals three lines of defense, enclosing progressiv'ely smaller areas. The largest was an outer court, the " ward " or " bailey"
(A in Fig. 2), roughly pentagonal in shape, extending some eighty meters down the
gentler north slopes of the mountain. The bailey is outlined by a curtain wall or
enceinte, about two meters thick. To the west the curtain follows a steep cliff, which
in places is six meters high; elsewhere it acts as a retaining wall, raising the level of
the court several meters above that of the exterior. Along the line of the enceinte
there are seven towers. There was probably an eighth at the apex of the second
salient on the west, which has completely disappeared. The towers are, for the most
part, rectangular, from 2.60 m. to 4.60 m. in width; they project 2.5 m. to 3.0 m.
from the wall. The interval between them varies from less than 25 m. to 45 m. The
towers are not bondedwith the curtain. One tower (the southwest) has a single face
with a batter; elsewhere the walls are vertical (P1. 115, a, b).
The bailey is filled with the foundations of numerous small buildings. Towards
the northeast, against the curtain, is a small apsidal church. These structures presumably date from the period when the fort was in use.
The summit of the hill was fortified with an inner court, the " redoubt " (B in
Fig. 2), hexagonal with towers at the salients. The diameter of the court is about
30 m. The curtain (again two meters thick) has collapsed; its line is marked by a
ridge of debris a meter higher than the ground level. The gate may have been between
the south and southwest towers-the route by which the modern path enters (marked
by an arrow in Fig. 2). No indication was found of a gate between bailey and redoubt.
The towers, which are twenty meters apart, are not bonded with the adjoining curtain.29 They vary in size, shape, and to sonmeextent in building technique (Pls. 114,
b, 115, c, d). The two on the east are rectangular, the others quadrangularbut asymmetrical. None of the towers is preserved to full height. The two best-preserved are
the termini of the bailey enceinte; both are hollow.
The most notable edifice still visible in the redoubt is a cistern, doubly vaulted with
a transverse arch (C in Fig. 2); its floor is below ground level. It is surrounded on
three sides by piles of fallen rubble, in which one can trace the outer faces of massive
walls. This is all that remains of the keep or " donjon." In Buchon's time more
survived; he describes it as a square tower, several storeys high. It was nine meters
square, with walls about 1.35 m. thick. The cistern was in the southeast corner.
Within the redoubt there are also foundations of several isolated walls, as well
as a second cistern, similar to the preceding.
The whole fortress is built of the gray limestone of Pontinos. The walls are con29
Otherwise the weight of the towers would cause fissures in the wall; Philo Byzantius,
Mechanicae Syntaxis, Book V, p. 84, Thevenot, lines 18-24. So too the towers on the Larissa at
Argos are not bonded with their curtains; Andrews, Castles of the Morea, pp. 114-115.
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A = Bailey;

FIG. 2. Plan of the Castleof Kiveri.
C =Cistern in Keep.
B = Redoubt;
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structed of roughly coursed field stones; in some of the towers the interstices between
the stones are filled with tile fragments."0 Corners (particularly of the redoubt) are
reinforced by the use of larger stones. The mortar employed has in general deteriorated until it has become like earth or sand; it has however remained quite hard and
cement-like in the two cisterns and in four of the redoubt towers (northwest, northeast, southeast, and south). The northwest tower preserves on the south side and
in its front face traces of a wooden beam laid horizontally three meters above
ground level.
A comparisonof the ruins of Kiveri with those of other mediaeval fortifications
in Greece reveals a few datable characteristics.3'
The square keep is typically Frankish."2 The hexagonal redoubt is associated
with the Crusaders.33The tripartite division into keep, redoubt, and ward is usually
Frankish, although it may have been employed on occasion by the Byzantines.34 One
may perhaps derive support for a Frankish date from Andrews' observation that
" walls of small, oblong field stones set in courses, lacking any distinctive feature, . . .
probablybelong to the Frankish period."
By studying the documentary sources in conjunction with the archaeological
remains we are enabled to outline the architectural history of the castle of Kiveri.
It was built in Frankish times, perhaps in the first half of the fourteenth century.
It did not undergo extensive repairs of a distinctive nature. It fell into ruin and
disuse by the end of the fifteenth century.
*

*

*

*

On the south coast of the Argolic Akte, opposite Hydra, is the tiny settlement of
Thermisia. It takes its name from the ancient temple of Demeter Thermasia (PauTile fragments noted in northeast, north, northwest, and southwest towers of redoubt; and
in second, fourth, fifth, and sixth towers in bailey enceinte, counting from east side of redoubt.
31 The basic work on these subjects is to be found in the valuable studies of Antoine Bon,
"Forteresses medievales de la Grece centrale," B.C.H., LXI, 1937, pp. 136-208; and " The Medieval
Fortifications of Acrocorinth and Vicinity," Corinth, III, ii, Cambridge, Mass., 1936, pp. 128-281;
and in the well illustrated work of Kevin Andrews, Castles of the Morea. One may still profitably
consult as well the papers of Ramsay Traquair, " Laconia: The Mediaeval Fortresses," B.S.A.,
XII, 1905-1906, pp. 258-276, and " Mediaeval Fortresses of the North-Western Peloponnesus,"
B.S.A., XIII, 1906-1907, pp. 268-281.
82 Andrews, Castles of the Morea, pp. 223-224, who cites Karytaina, Passava, Kalavryta,
Corinth, Pendeskouphi, Mistra, Kalamata; one might add e.g. Boudonitza, Bon, B.C.H., LXI,
1937, p. 161.
33Ernst Kirsten and Wilhelm Kraiker, Griechenlandkunde, Heidelberg, 1957, p. 235; e.g.
Argos (plan, Andrews, Castles of the Morea, p. 109), Chlemoutsi (plan, ibid., p. 152).
34Found in the Frankish castle at Mistra, Andrews, Castles of the Morea, pp. 173, 223; at
Boudonitza, Bon, B.C.H., LXI, 1937, pp. 152-163; also in the Frankish rebuilding of Byzantine
forts at Kalamata and Arkadia, Andrews, Castles of the Morea, p. 220.
35Ibid., p. 223.
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sanias II, 34, 12) which was located in this area. Towering behind the village to an
elevation of nearly 300 m. are the heights on which stands the castle of Thermisi.
A legend associated with the castle relates that it was the home of a young princess, who was besieged by the Turks for many years; the enemy commander was
encamped on the hill opposite the castle (still called " Vizir's Ridge," BERvpopa6Xt)."
Finally the princess admittedwithin the walls a " monk," in reality a disguised dervish.
He opened the gates for his master. The castle was captured, and the princess was
hurled from the battlements.37 One need not associate this story with either the
campaign of 1537 or that of 1715; it is a variant of a common Greek folktale.38
The castle is built on a ridge running from east to west. At the west are two
precipitous pinnacles, joined by a saddle; these are fortified. A lower rocky spur
extends eastward (P1. 116, a). The north slopes of the ridge have yielded scattered
late Mycenaean sherds.39
The western summit (A in Fig. 3) falls away in sheer cliffs on the west. It
slopes down more gently towards the saddle, and from there spreads south to form a
broad sloping triangle, limited at its southern edge by a cliff. This whole area constitutes the ward or bailey, and is filled with the foundations of collapsed buildings.
It is fortified to the north and west only. No traces were found of the entrance to
the complex, which must have been from the north, by way of the saddle, either just at
the foot of the redoubt or further west (marked by an arrow in Fig. 3).
The eastern summit (B in Fig. 3), an isolated massif which is now inaccessible
from the west, served as the redoubt. It is an elongated plateau, about 90 m. by 30 m.,
with sheer thirty-meter cliffs on the west, even higher cliffs on the south. In shape and
situation it is reminiscent of the site of the Barozzi Castle of Skaro, in Santorini,
though the latter is neither so large nor so high.40 Most of the southern side of this
massif is unfortified. The other three sides, which are slightly more accessible, are
protected by walls (P1. 116, b, c). There are traces of a staircase which led down to
3 Located on e.g. British Staff Map (1943). British Admiralty Chart no. 843 (of 1899)
gives the elevation of Vezyrorakhi as 1152' (351 in.).
37Spyr. Lambros, Nt'%? EXXjvout7vqWV,
VIII, 1911, p. 495; Nikolaos G. Politis, Aaoypac/ta, IV,
1912-1913, pp. 309-310.
38 Nikolaos G. Politis, Hapa30,vg, Athens, 1904 II, pp. 716 ff., with full bibliography, and add,
e.g. Politis, Aaoypact'a, I, 1909, pp. 360-361; Mikhail D. Khaviaras, Aaoypaqta, II, 1910, pp. 557574; G. M. Valetas, M.E.E., XXIV, 1934, p. 924, s.v. 'QptaqKatTpO; Philip P. Argenti and H. J.
Rose, The Folk-lore of Chios, Cambridge, England, 1949, I, p. 14. The story is usually associated
with the " Chateau de la Belle" in Kynouria near Hagios Petros, described by Buchon, La Grece
continentale, pp. 399ff.; see most recently Konstandinos A. Rhomaios, llcAowromvtaKa. II 1957,
pp. 23-26.
39 W. A. Heurtley quoted-by Georg Karo, R.E., SupplementbandVI, 1935, col. 606, lines 25-28;
fragments of a krater bowl, probably L.H. III B, were picked up on the north slope, March 16, 1959.
40 Friedrich Freiherr Hiller von Gaertringen, Thera, Berlin, 1899-1909, III, pp. 200 f.;
Z. Durazzo-Morosini, Santorin, die fantastisckheInsel, Berlin, 1936, p. 15.
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the saddle (marked by an arrow in Fig. 3). There are also the remains, near the
northeast corner, of what must have been a pulley-entrance (P1. 116, d). A few
buildings can be seen in the redoubt: a cistern (C in Fig. 3) against the east wall, a
tower (about 6.10 m. by 5.20 m.) at the highest point of the fort, and a Byzantine
chapel which may be as old as the 11th or 12th century 41 (P1. 114, c).
Outside the enclosure on the long low rocky eastern spur are the ruins of a few
buildings, notably another chapel.
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FIG. 3. Sketch Plan of the Castle of Thermisi.
B =- Redoubt;
Highest point of Bailey;

C-

1959

Cistern.

The builders of the castle exploited the strong natural situation. Walls were not
built above the sheer cliffs; nowhere is the thickness of the walls much more than
0.80.m. The masonry is roughly coursed rubble, held together with a hard gritty
mortar which is often lavishly applied. Larger stones are used at the corners of the
wall. In several places one may observe horizontal tie beams. Where the interior
height of the wall exceeds two meters, there is a narrow chemin de ronde; this was
41 Tentative dating on the basis of the decorative brickwork on the exterior of the apse, which
includes dentil courses and filling patterns resembling Greek characters; Gabriel Millet, L'gcole
grecque dans larchitecture byzantine, Paris, 1916, p. 253, fig. 114, b; H. Megaw, B.S.A., XXXII,
1931-1932, pp. 109-111.
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noted in the north wall of the bailey and the east wall of the redoubt (above the
cistern). The whole wall of the redoubt with the exception of the western salient
(which looks down into the ward) was crenellated,with notched merlons (P. 116, c).
Elsewhere in the redoubt and throughout the bailey the walls have plain flat or
rounded tops.
There was a second building period, similar in technique to the first. The height
of a western outwork was increased; and the embrasures in the crenellated east wall
were filled, leaving only meurtrieres. There is no evidence of reworking for the
convenience of artillery.
The notched merlons which play such a prominent role in Thermisi are characteristically Italian, and appear in Venetian colonies in Greece during the fifteenth century.42 Apparently then the present remains of the fort can be assigned to the first
period of Venetian rule (1394-1537). There is no recognizable trace of the Frankish
fortification which preceded. The Turkish occupation (1537-1686) provided only the
minimum repairs and alterations necessary to maintain the castle in serviceable condition; perhaps to this period belong the alterations to the western outwork and to the
east wall.4" Thermisi was not among the castles of the Morea which were reconditioned in the second Venetian period (1686-1715).
*

*

*

*

This study of the material remains at Kiveri and Thermisi has added a few details
to our knowledge of the life and architecture of mediaeval Greece. Although the two
castles appear in records at the same time, they were not twin fortresses. Thermisi,
from its lofty and impregnable height, protected the salt flats, an important item in
the mediaeval economy. Kiveri, dominant but not unassailable, commanded one of
the main roads leading south from the Argolid. Each was adapted to its peculiar
situation and function.
*

*

*

*

42
On the notched merlon (Schwalbenschwanzzinne), which originated in the last half of the
twelfth century in Northern Italy, see Bodo Ebhardt, Die Burgen Italiens, Berlin, 1916, esp. pp.
63 ff., 150, 182, and plates and text-figures passim. In Greece it is regarded as characteristically
Italian (Andrews, Castles of the Morea, pp. 48, 229), although also used occasionally by the Turks
(ibid., p. 48). It is to be found at Nauplia in walls built soon after 1470 (Andrews, Castles of the
Morea, figs. 100, 102, 103, 104, 105, 108), at Old Navarino in walls of (probably) the fifteenth
century (ibid., figs. 40, 41, 44, 45, 46), in the western of the Towers of Mytikas in the Lelantine
plain (William Miller and Sp. Lambros, 'IorToptarTq3 4payKoKparTta3 ev 'EXXa6&,Athens, 1909-1910,
p. 201). Philippson-Kirsten, Die griechischen Landschaften, III, 1, p. 116, describe Thermisi as
"a Venetian ( ?) stronghold of the 15th century."
43 This policy of minimum repairing is noted by Bon, B.C.H., LXI, 1937, p. 206, and Corinth,
III, ii, p. 278. The Turks often walled up embrasures in fortifications they inherited, e.g. at
Livadia, Bon, B.C.H. LXI, 1937, p. 206, and at Old Navarino, Andrews, Castles of the Morea,
fig. 41.
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APPENDIX.

THE TOWER OF THE PRINCESS

Some five hundred meters south of Kiveri is a long flat spur (elevation about
74 m.). On it stands a tower-and-court complex, known locally as " The Tower of
the Princess " (o irvpyog rjs #ao-tXoroVAa')a).4 The people of the vicinity say that
it is named for a princess who lived there long ago; because of her incredible beauty
(others say, " her unspeakableugliness ") she had a subterraneanpassage built from
the tower to the shore, so that she could descend unobserved to bathe in the sea.

WEM

FIG.

195t)

4. Plan of the Tower of the Princesses.

The court, roughly rectangular, and orilentedeast-west, measures about 20 m.
by 60 m. It is built on a nearly flat plateau. The wall, whi'chis 0.60 m. th'ick,stands to
a height of two meters on the south and east, one meter on the north (Fig. 4).
The central tower measures 5.50 m. by 6.75 in.; its walls are also 0.60 m. thick.
The entrance must have been in the west face near the north silde,which has collapsed;
one cannot determine whether the entrance was at ground level or higher. The tower
is standing to its full height (nearly ten meters). Above ground there were two floors,
The Princess's Tower is visible in the left middle distance of the photograph published in
Hesperia, XXVII, 1958, pl. 40, c.
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as indicated by the beam holes. Between the two floor levels the interior is stuccoed;
the north and south walls each have two niche-like cupboards set into the wall about
a meter above the floor. There were large windows in this second storey, one each on
the north and south, two on the east, probably one on the west.
The tower is crowned with a crenellated parapet, four rectangular merlons on
the east and west, three on the north and south. The third storey has smaller windows
beneath the merlons (two on the east and west, one on the north and south), originally
protected by huchettes. At each corner of the third storey is a meurtriere. The third
storey, with its crenellations, huchettes, and meurtrieres, can have had no purpose
but defense (P1. 117, a, b).
Both the circuit wall and the tower are constructed of the local limestone, roughly
coursed; in the tower a high course frequently alternates with one or two thin courses.
Tile fragments are employed to fill the crannies of both wall and tower. The mortar
is hard and sandy, with many pebbles; it is thickly applied, often like a stucco.
The tower has been called Venetian and even Frankish; it is certainly Turkish.45
It would be tempting to recognrizein it a Turkish counterfort to the Venetian Civeri.
But the small scale, uncomplicatedplan, and unsubstantial walls are unsuitable for a
military strong point in such an exposed position.
During the Turkish period the home of a sipahi or an ag'a or even of a farm
owner was known as a -rv`pyogor KOVXas (Turkish kule, " tower ")."4 Country estates
"
(ro-tObKLcta,Turkish Siftlik, farm") were scattered throughout the more fertile
45Labelled as Venetian by A. Conze and A. Michaelis, Annali deli' Instituto di Correspondenza
archeologica, XXXIII, 1861, Tav. d'Agg. F, 2; cf. also Buchon, La Grece continentale, p. 417, " une
tour de vigie venitienne"; Les Guides Bleus (Grece), edited by Gustave Fougeres, Paris, 1911,
p. 420; ibid., edited by Yves Bequignon, Paris, 1932, p. 406; ibid., edited by Francis Baulier, Paris,
1956, p. 24, " une belle tour de vigie venitienne "; apparently taken to be " le chasteau de Chamires,"
Lambrynidis, NavirXta, p. 45; Lambropoulos, Altpva, p. 82 and p. 85, note 3, states that the tower is
Frankish, and that the Princess for whom it is named was Isabelle de Brienne, sister of Gautier II
(VI) and heiress of Argos and Nauplia. The tower was recognized as Turkish by Walther Wrede,
cited by Lehmann, Argolis, I, p. 80, note 5.
46 Pyrgoi owned by an aga; Sir William Gell, Itinerary of the Morea, London, 1817, pp. 36 f.,
122; Dodwell, Tour, II, pp. 337, 341; Buchon, La Grece continentale, pp. 181 ff.; pyrgoi owned
by a sipahi, Ernile de Borchgrave, Croquis d'Orient, Patras et l'Achdie, Brussels, 1908, p. 379;
tsiflikia owned by a sipahi, Georg Stadtmiiller, in the German Army publication, Der Peloponnes:
Landschaft, Geschichte, Kunststitten, Athens, 1944, p. 141; pyrgos of the Bey of Maina, Gell,
Itinerary of the Morea, p. 67; cf. Andrews, Castles of the Morea, pp. 27, 232.
In Thessaly, Macedonia, Thrace, and Epiros, up to the time of the liberation, farm estates were
still called tsiflikia, and the home of the farm owner was called a koulas; see D. K. Tsopotos, rq
ycwpyoT
rTqS 8EOUaXta
Volos, 1912; Kostas Phaltaits, M.E.E., XV, 1931,
KaTa
TBV TovpKoKpar'cv
p. 43, s.v. KovXa&; G. Kordatos, M.E.E. XXIII, 1933, p. 465, s.v. TML4AtKc.
A kule and qiftlik in
association are also mentioned at Preveza by William Martin Leake, Travels in Northern Greece,
London, 1835, I, p. 174.
Kal
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districts of Greece.47Their concomitant towers are mentioned by nineteenth century
travellers, who often obtained overnight lodging in them.48 These towers were often
square, with as many as four floors; the entrance was by an exterior staircase and
drawbridge. The ground floor, which did not communicatewith the living quarters,
sheltered domestic animals.49Occasionally near-by antiquities were pillaged to provide
building material."0 When the Turks were finally expelled, the Greeks demolished
many of their 'rvpyo.51
There was such a KovXaa at Myloi, on lower ground between the marsh and the
river." Evidence indicates that the Princess's Tower may be another. The unstuccoed
ground floor suggests stables; the stuccoed second storey suggests living quarters.
The third storey, with its adaptations for defense, recalls the parapets of the Maniote
towers. In plan the complex resembles the fortified farms both of ancient Greece and
of the mediaeval Aegean islands.58
WALLACEE. MCLEOD
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Stadtmiiller, in Der Peloponnes, p. 141 and map 7.
Gell, Itinerary of the Morea, pp. 36 f., 37, 96, 113, 121; Dodwell, Tour, II, pp. 337, 341.
49Descriptions are given by Bernard Randolph, The Present State of the Morea, London and
Oxford, 1686, p. 15; Dodwell, Tour, II, p. 337; J. L. S. Bartholdy, Observations sur le Voyage en
Grece fait dans les annees 1803 et 1804, Paris, 1807, I, pp. 227-228.
50 E.g. at Olympia, Gell, Itinerary of the Morea, pp. 36 f.; at Lykosoura, ibid., pp. 93, 101; at
Athens, Bartholdy, Observations, I, pp. 227-228.
51
George Finlay, A History of Greece, edited by H. F. Tozer, Oxford, 1877, VI, p. 139.
'IirpaViys Hclau, pp. 45-46.
52 Sourceslisted by Prevelakis,"HsKUTpaTELca roV3 A number of plans of ancient towers with courts collected by John H. Young, Hesperia, XXV,
1956, p. 139. Colin N. Edmonson has told me of numerous mediaeval towers on the island of Chios;
at Dotia he saw a tower standing in the middle of a court; at Pyrgi a similar tower is still inhabited;
as in the Turkish ones on the Greek mainland, the ground floor is reserved for stables; cf. ArgentiRose, The Folk-lore of Chios, I, p. 460, note 2; cf. also an ancient farm-tower on Tenos, rebuilt
during the Middle Ages, Young, Hesperia, XXV, 1956, p. 146.
47
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a. Thermisi in 1686 (from Vincenzo Coronelli, Morea, Negroponte & Adiacenze,Venice, ca. 1708, plate
57. Courtesy, Gennadius Library).
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c. Redoubt. North Wall, showing Notched Merlons.
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PLATE 117

a. Tower of the Princess, from Southeast. In foreground, Circuit Wall.

b. Tower of the Princess, from Southwest.
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